
Framing Information for Unframed Works. 

Ideally the D rings should be placed 10cms from the top of the frame and the cord 

or wire reasonably tight. This allows the picture to hang flat against the wall for 

optimum viewing; and for the hook on the hanging system not to be visible. 

Taping the back with picture tape is personal preference; but essential if the back of 

the canvas and frame is not clean and neat. 

     

Picture tape is available from Riot Art. Picture wire with 5-20kg hanging weight 

capacity is available from Bunnings or other hardware stores. Cord is also available 

by the metre. D rings and 3 screw fixings for heavier works are available from the Art 

Shed, Montague Street. West End or most “cheap stores” which stock Mont Marte 

products. The built in hanging mechanism on less expensive frames are not suitable 

for gallery hanging systems. Please replace it. 

                       

                                                       Unsuitable 

Another way to present a work on board is illustrated. This is the only time screw 

eyes can be used for framing. .D rings are also suitable here. 

 

When presenting work for sale there are two options for presentation of edges with 

gallery wrap canvases. One is to keep the edge clean and white, painting it white if 

needed; or to paint around the depth of the frame. 

   



GUIDE TO FRAMING OF PAINTINGS 

Paintings that are entered into exhibitions run by our group must be framed to an 

acceptable professional standard, otherwise they will not be accepted. For the guidance of 

members, who may wish to frame their own paintings, the following should be noted: 

1. Frames should be either Timber or Acrylic. Metal frames are not acceptable. 

2. All material used in framing the painting which is in contact with the painting must be 

acid free (i.e.Mat Board, Hinging Tape and Backing Board ). Masonite backing boards must 

not be used. 

3. The painting should be hinged to the Mat at the top by two or three small pieces of acid 

free hinging tape (depending on the size). It should not be fixed all around the periphery. 

Masking tape must not be used. 

4. The glass, mat, painting and backing board should then be held in place in the frame with 

suitable points which are normally fired in with a suitable tool. 

5. To prevent ingress of insects the finished frame should be sealed on all sides on the back 

with Backing Tape. 

6. Finally a hanging cord should be fixed to the back using D Rings (not screw eyes ) and 

positioned with the D Rings 1/3 of the height of the frame from the top and allowing 

suitable slack in the cord. 

 


